
Freedman Seating, North America’s leader in
passenger seating and safety, introduces
passenger protective equipment (PPE) to help
protect passengers against the spread of
germs and airborne viruses.

This new line of safety enhancement adds
another layer of protection to the industry's
most trusted seating products, which are
always tested to meet or exceed motor safety
standards. Freedman PPE has been
developed to meet the demands of mass
transit, shuttle bus and paratransit,
school bus and more.
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4545 W. Augusta Blvd.,Chicago,IL 60651
(773) 524-2440  (800) 443-4540  Fax (773) 252-7450
freedmanseating.com | info@freedmanseating.com

ORDER NOW!
Contact Jay Schooler or your Freedman Rep.
(574) 542-2001 Ext. 3204
jays@freedmanmobility.com

Search
antibacterial,
antimicrobial
performance
fabric and vinyl
on our website.

We are constantly updating and improving our seats; therefore we reserve
the right to change or modify specifications or materials without notice. All
Freedman Seating Company seats meet or exceed FMVS standards

*Freedman Seating Co. Passenger Guard assemblies are manufactured with materials and
tolerances that are crafted to safely and reliably pair with Freedman Seating brand passenger
seat products. Freedman Seating recommends against combining other manufacturers’
accessories with genuine Freedman Seating Co. products—and expressly disclaims any
liability for damages or injury arising out of any such unauthorized combinations.

Above:
Seat Band 6 on a
double passenger
seat.

Left:
Seat Triangle T-36
on a school bus seat.

Blocks passenger seats from being used
Easy to add in the field
Removable for seating reconfiguration
Made of a durable, flat-woven fabric that is anti-microbial and
moisture repellent
Standard orange for optimal visibility
Seat Bands available for single and double passenger seats,
and seats with removable inserts
Seat Triangles for school bus and other bench-style
applications are made from the same durable fabric, wrapped
around a hard filler to prevent seat occupancy
Seat Triangles available in two widths: 27” (for seats 24” to 34”)
and 36” (for seats 36” to 45”)

Made from soft, clear vinyl
Replaceable
Easy to clean
UV and Mildew resistant

Flexible material does not present a laceration hazard or hard
impact surface
Includes a high visibility "DO NOT TOUCH" sticker
Easy to replace, yet not removable by riders
Does not inhibit the use of most grab handles and the 202A
Headrest
Available on Freedman Feather Weight Mid-High, GO-ES, 3PT
Mid-High, and most Foldaway seats*

Grab Rail Covers
Made from Dimensions Nanocide

Standard charcoal color

Easy to add or replace in the field
Easy to clean (follow manufacturer's cleaning guide)

vinyl with embedded silver, a natural
antimicrobial

Available on all Freedman grab rails (202A, Feather
Weight AV and 3PT)

Protect passengers from sneezes, coughs, droplets and
other airborne person-to-person threats and germs

Social Distance Seat Bands
& Triangles

Passenger Guards


